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in putting such pressure on myself. We don’t intend to play God, and so we can only advise and
guide people, not change their lives completely.
Both my brother and I are ordinary people; we are
doctors. No human being can be right all the time,
but I would say numerology predictions are correct more than 90 per cent of the time.
There will always be skeptics. What would you say
to them?
Swetta: Yes, there will always be skeptics, but there
are more who believe. There will always be those
who don’t believe and understand, and you can’t
always change their mind, nor should you try. It is
the skeptics who make you famous.
I believe numerology will grow further in popularity over the next 10 years. After all, the internet,
mobile phones, Skype, all these had their doubters
when they first emerged, people were skeptical
about their value, but now the story is different.
The Jumaanis can’t take care of the whole numerology remit, and so there will be newcomers in
time who will carry on the practice.

Follow Priya Mulji on www.twitter.com/priyamulji
or log onto http://priyamulji.wordpress.com

How much do you follow numerology in your
day-to-day life?
Swetta: I follow it very much. I wear shades of blue
all the time, even my toothbrush is blue. I also
changed the spelling of my name, as per my father’s suggestion. I brought in the number 42 (the
same as actor Shah Rukh Khan) which totals six,
and this has proved very lucky for me. I try to do all
my work on my lucky dates, and following lucky
numbers has become second nature, so much so
that even when I go for a movie, I try to sit in my
lucky seat number.
How much does Bollywood rely on numerology?
Swetta: I would say that 90 per cent of Bollywood
celebrities are believers in numerology. However,
most don’t like to talk about it or admit to it. Yash
Chopra had been using numerology for years,
Shah Rukh Khan, Aamir Khan, Ekta Kapoor, Salman Khan, Karan Johar, Vipul Amritlal Shah, Tony
and Diya Singh and many others have been using
this science by getting their movies on lucky numbers and releasing them on lucky dates. Celebrities
such as Irrfan Khan, Emraan Hashmi, Anil Kapoor,
Sonakshi Sinha, Ajay Devgn and scores of others
have benefitted from numerology.
Do you hope to do more work in the West?
Sanjay: Yes, why not. If all the factors are in place
and the timing is right, then we will surely look to
work more in the west. The west is very open to
Eastern practices such as astrology and yoga, so
why not numerology? It is applicable to everyone.
We are also in the process of writing a book, which
will give more insight into the practice and relevance of numerology, and I am sure this will appeal to a large audience, including in the West.
What are your predictions for 2013?
Sanjay: We feel that 2013 will be a great year. The
digits add up to 6, which is a very powerful number
and holds a lot of significance and positive energy.
It is also the year of Venus, which denotes to everything female and powerful, so it will be a particularly good year for women.
Other elements that are predicted to be successful in 2013 include people who work in the entertainment industry, a resurgence in the entertainment and luxury industries, Asia, India and Europe, and the numbers 3, 6 and 9 will be very lucky
for those who have these digits. In 2011, we predicted the downfall of the world markets and said
there was likely to be a financial crisis, and there
was. In 2012, we predicted a bounce back, and
there were signs of recovery in the world.
What is your plan for the rest of the year?
Sanjay: We plan a visit to the UK in May and then
perhaps to the US the following year. We want to
spread the message of numerology to more people. Our dream is to continue the work that was
started by our father.
Finally, did you both ever think that you would
become this popular?
Swetta: We never thought that we would be so famous. In life, you have to be passionate about what
you are doing, and only then will you be successful
at it. My brother and I had initially gone onto different career paths, and we did not intend to become numerologists at all. In fact, our mother told
me to pursue another line of work. But both Sanjay
B and I saw something special in numerology, and
we got this love for it from our father. Numerology
helps people from the moment that they are born.
It can provide great career guidance to help youngsters to plan their life path.
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To find out more about Sanjay B Jumaani and
Swetta Jumaani, log onto www.jumaani.com

Tomboys are girls too
I’VE never been a girly girl and never will be
one. When I was young, mum always used to
cut my hair short and I regularly had a beer
and many packets of crisps with my brother
while other girls watched their figures.
Believe it or not, beautiful singer Priti Menon used to have a boy cut when she was
little and used to be in shorts all the time.
My female Twitter and Facebook followers
love their hoodies and combats.
People have tried to make me become
more of a ‘girl’ – my mother always said that
if I act like a tomboy no man will ever want
me. My friend Sofia once commented that
there must be a man on the scene when I
had a flower in my hair, while friends and
cousins try to make me wear necklaces
when I absolutely hate them – they make
my neck itch and I feel bound by them.
Actually, I love having a pint, I work in the
car industry so I love driving fast cars, and I
probably know more about cars than many
guys. I regularly go out without any makeup on, with tied-back hair which hasn’t
been brushed, and would choose comfy
clothing over binding dresses any day. Unlike a lot of (Asian) girls out there, I would
rather be jumping up and down at a Red
Hot Chili Peppers gig with a beer than dancing provocatively to a Rihanna track.
Yet (a lot) of men seem to love girly girls.
What is wrong with us tomboys, I ask? I think
men who like tomboys are those who have
grown up around them. If as a guy, you are
in a circle of people who are in with the latest
fashions, then you are more likely to go for a
similar girl with manicured nails 100 per cent
of the time, who drinks cocktails and never
seems to have a hair out of place. Whereas
more carefree guys go for girls they can take
to the pub, who will have a pie instead of a
salad and will put on a pair of wellies and
take the dog for a walk instead of staying at
home when the weather is rubbish.
Men like to protect a woman and that
comes from a caveman mentality, which I
hope will fade one day. Yet I do sometimes
wish I was more feminine, which probably
contradicts everything I have just said.
I have friends and family who are beautifully
preened creatures and envy them for it; some
are lucky enough to be able to eat a horse
(now they literally can) and not have to work
out whereas other people do. But we cannot
and shouldn’t ever change who we are. You
might be a tomboy who falls in love with a
pretty boy and find that one who loves you
for you. We don’t always get what we want,
but that doesn’t mean we stop trying.
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